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Key Points:10

• For the first time, we simulate the bursty bulk flow events with kinetic physics em-11

bedded in a global magnetosphere model.12

• The electron velocity distributions demonstrate different anisotropy features at13

different locations surrounding the BBF.14

• Energy dependent electron pitch angle distribution evolutions are identified in the15

simulation.16
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Abstract17

Using the two-way coupled magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) withembedded kinetic physics18

model, we perform a substorm event simulation to study the electron energization phe-19

nomena in Bursty Bulk Flow (BBF) events. The simulation results along a Magneto-20

spheric Multiscale (MMS) satellite trajectory show good agreement with observations.21

Detailed simulation results of a 4-minute interval show the electron velocity distribution22

functions (VDFs) evolution during BBFs. The electrons exhibit significant energization23

after the arrival of the BBF. More specifically, when the dipolarization front is near −15RE ,24

electrons from the rear end of the BBF to the flux pileup region (FPR) of the BBF demon-25

strate significant energization. We track the pitch angle distributions (PADs) for elec-26

trons at the FPR following the propagation of the BBF. The PADs for electrons show27

energy dependent features: lower energy electrons exhibit ”two-hump” PAD and higher28

energy electrons demonstrate ”pancake” distribution indicating the betatron accelera-29

tion mechanism at the FPR.30

Plain Language Summary31

Bursty bulk flows (BBFs) are identified as the fast earthward-propagating flows from32

magnetic reconnection in Earth’s magnetotail. BBFs are related to particle energization33

process reported by satellite observations. For the first time, we use a novel numerical34

model that simulates kinetic physics directly in a global model. The energization of the35

electrons associated with BBF is demonstrated by the model. The electron velocity dis-36

tribution functions (VDFs) extracted from multiple locations associated with BBF demon-37

strate good agreements with the observations. The energy-dependent electron pitch an-38

gle distribution at the leading part of the BBF can be explained by the enhancement of39

the local magnetic field.40

1 Introduction41

Initially observed by Baumjohann et al. (1990) and later further demonstrated by42

Angelopoulos et al. (1992, 1994a) using AMPTE satellite data, bursty bulk flows (BBFs)43

are characterized by their transient (∼ 10-minute) fast (∼ 400 km/s) plasma flow en-44

hancement in the magnetotail. Concurrently, an increased intensity in the Bz compo-45

nent of the magnetic field is typically identified at the dipolarization fronts (DFs) dur-46

ing these BBF events (Nakamura et al., 2002; Runov et al., 2009; Fu et al., 2012). These47

DFs arise from magnetic reconnection sites within the magnetotail and propagate earth-48

ward simultaneously with the BBFs. Consequently, BBFs serve as an efficient mecha-49

nism for transporting magnetic flux from the magnetotail to the inner magnetosphere50

(Angelopoulos et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2015; Nakamura et al., 2009). Furthermore, BBFs51

are associated with plasma phenomena, such as plasma wave activities, the injection of52

energetic particles into the inner magnetosphere and field-aligned currents and particle53

precipitations into the ionosphere (Henderson et al., 1998; Angelopoulos et al., 1996; Gabrielse54

et al., 2014; Angelopoulos et al., 1997).55

Numerical simulations have played a pivotal role in the study of BBFs within the56

magnetotail over the past several decades. Birn et al. (1996) utilized regional magneto-57

hydrodynamic (MHD) simulations to demonstrate the connection between the plasmoid58

formation and dipolarization in the inner magnetosphere. In subsequent simulation work59

by Birn et al. (2004), the authors discovered that the reduction of the flux tube entropy60

is facilitating the earthward propagation of the BBFs. In addition to the regional MHD61

simulations for the magnetotail, the development of global MHD models enables the study62

of the BBFs in a more realist setup. Employing the Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry (LFM) global63

MHD magnetosphere model (Lyon et al., 2004), Wiltberger et al. (2000) simulated sev-64

eral fast flow channels in the magnetotail during an isolated subtorm, and the plasma65

and magnetic field properties showed good agreement with the observation reported by66
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Angelopoulos et al. (1992). The OpenGGCM model (Raeder et al., 2008) was also used67

by Ge et al. (2011) to study the propagation of the dipolarization front and they con-68

cluded the causality between the auroral breakup represented by the simulated energy69

flux in the simulation and the flow vortices formed around the BBF flows. Recent in-70

vestigations using numerical simulation have further advanced the understanding of BBF71

events. Wiltberger et al. (2015) conducted a high-resolution global MHD simulation with72

the LFM model to study the BBF behaviour under steady southward IMF conditions.73

The authors confirmed that BBFs are driven by the onset of new reconnection and its74

related fast earthward flows. Superposed epoch analysis was also conducted, and the over-75

all plasma and magnetic field properties were found to be similar to the observations al-76

though with differences in plasma density profiles near the BBFs (Wiltberger et al., 2015).77

Despite the progress made with regional and global MHD simulations on the gen-78

eral properties of the BBF events as described above, there is a need to simulate BBFs79

with kinetic models to investigate the particle velocity distribution evolution and ener-80

gization processes. First, the acceleration near the neutral line at the site of reconnec-81

tion was investigated. In these studies, energetic electrons up to approximately 300 keV82

near the center of the diffusion region were observed by the Wind spacecraft (Øieroset83

et al., 2002). The energization mechanism of these relativistic electrons were later ex-84

amined by regional particle-in-cell simulations. The electrons with velocity component85

Vx ∼ 0 at the X line are accelerated across the tail by the inductive reconnection elec-86

tric field Ey (Hoshino, 2005; Pritchett, 2006). Subsequently, betatron acceleration re-87

lated to the magnetic field dipolarization when the plasma flow propagates towards Earth88

was studied to explain the electron acceleration signature during substorms (Baker et89

al., 1982; Birn et al., 1998; Asano et al., 2010). Meanwhile, the energization mechanism90

of ions was also studied by observations and simulations. Using THEMIS observations,91

X.-Z. Zhou et al. (2010) noticed that energetic ions exist ahead of the DF, which was92

later explained by precursor flow formed by ion reflections using test-particle simulation93

(X.-Z. Zhou et al., 2011). This argument is also supported by implicit PIC simulations94

(Eastwood et al., 2015). This ion reflection also exists in tailward DFs from ARTEMIS95

observations (X.-Z. Zhou et al., 2015). Similar to electrons, Betatron and Fermi accel-96

erations are also found to account for ion energization (Runov et al., 2015; X.-Z. Zhou97

et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2019). In addition to velocity distribution func-98

tions, understanding the particle pitch angle distribution (PAD), especially the electron99

PAD, is crucial for comprehending particle energization associated with BBFs. Various100

electron PADs have been observed in the wake of DFs. Among them, the pancake dis-101

tribution (electron pitch angle primarily at 90◦) has been reported within the evolving102

Flux Pileup Regions (FPRs) (Fu et al., 2011; C. Liu et al., 2017) near the neutral sheet,103

and it is recognized as being associated with the betatron acceleration mechanism (Fu104

et al., 2011). However, the detailed information regarding when and where particles be-105

come energized and how their velocity or pitch angle distribution functions are altered106

while the BBF structure evolves remains an open question.107

Currently, MHD models are unable to capture the kinetic physics of the plasma,108

and the PIC simulations mentioned earlier are limited to regional simulations without109

a global magnetosphere configuration. As a result, there remains a significant gap in the110

literature regarding self-consistent simulations that couple global MHD and localized PIC111

models to investigate the evolution of BBF events. In this paper, we will use the two-112

way coupled MHD and PIC modeling approach to fill in this gap. A substorm event on113

May 16, 2017 is simulated by the BATSRUS MHD model with local kinetic physics cap-114

tured by the FLEKS PIC code. This two-way coupled model allows the investigation of115

the evolution of electron velocity distributions and the subsequent formation of anisotropy116

at various locations of the BBF. The pitch angle distributions of the electrons can also117

be examined to provide insights into the field-aligned current generation process.118
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The model description and simulation setup are described in Section 2, the sim-119

ulation results are presented in Section 3 and we conclude in Section 4.120

2 Simulation Setup121

We use MHD with embedded PIC (MHD-EPIC) model (Daldorff et al., 2014; Chen122

& Tóth, 2019) to simulate Earth’s magnetosphere. In MHD-EPIC, the BATS-R-US MHD123

code (Powell et al., 1999; Tóth et al., 2008) and semi-implicit particle-in-cell (PIC) code124

FLEKS (Chen et al., 2023) are two-way coupled through SWMF (Tóth et al., 2012; Gom-125

bosi et al., 2021). A three-dimensional block-adaptive Cartesian grid of BATS-R-US is126

used to cover the entire computational domain: −224RE < x < 32RE and −128RE <127

y, z < 128RE in GSM coordinates. The semi-relativistic ideal MHD with electron pres-128

sure equations are solved in most of the simulation domain. The PIC model is solved129

in a box region with a spherical cut out. The box is in the magnetotail (−60RE < x <130

0 and −12RE < y, z < 12RE) from which the sphere with radius r = 10RE cen-131

tered around Earth is excluded to avoid overlap with the Rice Convection Model (RCM)(Wolf132

et al., 1982; Toffoletto et al., 2003) simulating the inner-magnetosphere. Moreover, we133

solve the Hall MHD equations around the PIC region (−100RE < x < 0, −30RE <134

y < 30RE , and −20RE < z < 20RE excluding a sphere with radius r = 3RE cen-135

tered around Earth) to achieve more consistent coupling. The grid resolution is set to136

1/8RE for both the PIC and MHD models in the PIC region. The ionospheric electro-137

dynamics is simulated by the Ridley Ionosphere Model (RIM) (Ridley et al., 2004), which138

solves a Poisson-type equation for the electric potential on a 2-D spherical grid with a139

1◦×1◦ grid resolution. The MHD-EPIC model has been applied to studying several plan-140

etary and moon magnetospheres, including Mercury (Chen et al., 2019; Li et al., 2023),141

Earth (Chen et al., 2017, 2020; Wang et al., 2022a, 2022b), Mars (Ma et al., 2018), and142

Ganymede (Tóth et al., 2016; H. Zhou et al., 2019, 2020).143

In PIC simulations, reduced speed of light c and ion-electron mass ratio mi/me are144

often used to make the simulation feasible to the computational resources (Lapenta et145

al., 2010; Daughton et al., 2011; Y.-H. Liu et al., 2014). In the presented simulation, c146

= 10,000 km/s to accelerate the convergence of the implicit electric field solver, and mi/me =147

100 to increase the electron kinetic scale. The ion and electron masses per charge are148

also increased by a factor of 16 to increase the kinetic scales (ion inertial length and elec-149

tron skin depth) so that they can be resolved with an affordable grid resolution. Tóth150

et al. (2017) concludes that by introducing this scaling factor 16, (a) the solution of the151

equations is not sensitive to the scaling at global scales, and (b) the solutions at the ki-152

netic scale, such as the width of the ion diffusion region and the overall structures of the153

reconnection jets, are proportional to the scaling factor but otherwise remain the same.154

In our simulation, the ion inertial length in most areas of the magnetotail is larger than155

1RE with the scaling factor applied, which can be well resolved by the 1/8RE grid res-156

olution. The electron skin depth is 10 times smaller, which is only marginally resolved,157

but the solution overall remains valid at the resolved scales (Chen & Tóth, 2019).158

We apply the MHD-EPIC model to the substorm event on 16 May 2017 from 11:00:00159

to 15:00:00 UT. Panel 1(a) shows the 3-D overview of the simulation domain at T = 13:30:00160

UT from the simulation presented in this paper. The gray isosurface marks the simu-161

lation domain that is covered by the kinetic model while the rest of the simulation do-162

main is simulated using MHD. The color contour in panel (a) is the plasma bulk veloc-163

ity in the x direction on the equatorial plane, and the semi-transparent box shows the164

region where the PIC model is applied. The r = 3RE body is also visualized colored165

with the radial component of the current density jr. A closer look at the r = 3RE body166

is placed at the lower right corner. First, the BATS-R-US and RIM models are run to167

reach a quasi-steady state under the solar wind condition at 11:00:00 using local time168

stepping with 2,500 iterations. Next, the FLEKS and RCM models are switched on and169

the SWMF is run in time-accurate mode. The most relevant solar wind parameters, in-170
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cluding the solar wind density ρ, velocity Vx and IMF Bz, are plotted in Panel 1(c), sug-171

gesting moderate driving condition. This substorm was observed in the auroral electro-172

jet index (AE), presented in Panel 1(c), and also by individual ground magnetometers173

near Alaska (not shown). The MMS observations also captured the loading and the sub-174

sequent unloading processes, which initiated at 13:21UT. The subtorm onset based on175

the AE index is later than the MMS observation and at about 13:42UT.176

3 Results177

3.1 Overview of the substorm178

Throughout the simulated event, the MMS1 satellite traversed the dawn side of the179

magnetotail with an averaged location at (−14.23,−8.99, 0.37)RE in GSM coordinates.180

As depicted in Figure 1(b), we present the profiles of the total magnetic field strength181

(Bt), its x and z components, and the x component of the plasma bulk velocity in GSM182

coordinates from MMS measurements (in black) and the simulation outputs (in red). The183

persistently negative x component of the magnetic field shows that the virtual satellite184

position is on the same side as the MMS satellite in the tail current sheet. From the MMS185

observation, loading and unloading processes can be seen clearly in the variation of the186

total magnetic field strength. The decline of Bt commenced around 13:20 UT and sig-187

naled the unloading process. This trend is not captured by the MHD-EPIC model, be-188

cause the simulated magnetotail is constantly volatile in this time range. This can also189

be observed from the Bz and Vx comparisons. The MMS observation shows a dipolar-190

ization between 13:45 UT to 14:00 UT, which is also captured by the MHD-EPIC model.191

Multiple earthward flows are evident within the ion bulk velocity Vx, attaining maximum192

speeds exceeding 500 km/s. Although it is difficult to have one to one match for each dipo-193

larization, the overall magnitudes of the Bz and Vx exhibit reasonable agreement between194

the observation and simulation during the dynamic time in the magnetotail. Illustrated195

in Figure 1(a) is the comprehensive layout of the simulation domain, revealing the ion196

bulk velocity contour on the equatorial plane, with peak speeds surpassing 700 km/s. Mul-197

tiple instances of earthward flow injections manifest on the equatorial plane, suggesting198

that the simulation successfully captures multiple earthward plasma flows with the MHD-199

EPIC model.200

In the following subsections, we will take a closer look at the detailed structure of201

the BBF and the associated particle velocity distribution functions at multiple locations202

surrounding the BBF.203

3.2 General properties of the BBF204

The observations in Figure 1(b) show that the magnetotail became more active af-205

ter t ≈ 13:20UT, when the unloading process initiated. Figure 3 (a)-(d) show a four-206

minute time interval from 13:49 UT to 13:52 UT of a major simulated BBF event iden-207

tified by the peak in Vx in Figure 1(b), obtained from the simulated PIC region. To an-208

alyze the BBF characteristics on the current sheet better, the physical quantities are ex-209

tracted on the surface where Bx = 0. The z component of the magnetic field Bz in GSM210

coordinate is plotted on the current sheet surface with color in each panel. The red con-211

tour lines delineate areas where the earthward ion bulk velocity Vx is larger than 400 km/s.212

The targeted BBF can be identified as the rapid flow channels propagating towards Earth213

on the dawn side. At the front of these earthward flow channels, there are enhancements214

in Bz, i.e. dipolarization fronts. The Bz enhancement initiated at x ≈ −20RE and prop-215

agated into the inner-magnetosphere in the subsequent minutes. Compared to the back-216

ground Bz, which is less than 10 nT in most of the magnetotail, at the DF, Bz is enhanced217

above 30 nT. The simulated spatial scale of the DF is about 3RE at the early stage of218

the BBF and expanded to ≈ 5RE as it propagates closer to Earth, consistent with the219

statistical analysis of bursty bulk flow events Angelopoulos et al. (1994b).220
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Figure 1. (a) Overview of the simulation domain. The color contour of the x direction of

the plasma bulk velocity is plotted on the equatorial plane at 2017-05-16 13:30 UT. The area

inside the gray iso-surface is simulated by the PIC model and the rest of the simulation domain

is simulated by the MHD model. The radial current is plotted on the R = 3RE surface. (b)

Comparison between the simulation output (red) and the MMS observations (black). (c) Key

solar wind parameters used as drivers and the observed AE index.
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Figure 2. Electron velocity distribution function comparison between MMS (a1, b1) and sim-

ulation (a2, b2)). (a1, a2) Electron VDFs at the tailing part of the BBF. (b1, b2) Electron VDFs

near the Bz maximum of the BBF.
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Figure 3. (a)-(d) The Bx = 0 iso-surface colored by Bz at four times from 13:49 UT to 13:52

UT. The 400 km/s contour lines of the plasma bulk velocity in the x direction are shown in red.

(e)-(f) The electron velocity distribution functions (VDFs) at locations A to F annotated in

Panel (a). (g) The electron VDFs at the time and locations A to F annotated in Panel (c). The

pair of numbers in parentheses in Panels (e)-(g) show the ion bulk velocity Vix (in km/s) and the

magnetic field component Bz (in nT).
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3.3 Electron velocity distributions evolution around the BBF221

To further investigate the electron energization process associated with the BBF,222

the electron VDFs observed from the Fast Plasma Investigation (FPI) suite from MMS223

satellite (Pollock et al., 2016) are presented in Figure 2. Panel (a1) is extracted inside224

the trailing part of the BBF while panel (b1) is extracted near the Bz maximum of the225

BBF. The corresponding electron VDFs from the MHD-EPIC model are presented in226

panels (a2) and (b2), respectively. At the trailing part of the BBF, the electron VDF227

demonstrates dominantly parallel anisotropy, indicating that the electrons are experi-228

encing Fermi acceleration. At the leading part of the BBF near the Bz maximum, the229

high energy electrons are energized favorably in the perpendicular directions, indicat-230

ing the betatron acceleration mechanism, while the low energy electrons still exhibit par-231

allel anisotropy. The agreements confirm a distinction in the energization mechanisms232

between the leading and trailing parts of the BBF, which is also reported by Sun et al.233

(2022).234

To analyze the electron velocity distributions in more detail, six specific sampling235

locations, labeled from A to F, have been chosen to extract velocity distribution func-236

tions for examination and are annotated in Panels (a) and (c) of Figure 3. These points237

were selected based on their relative positions with respect to the general BBF struc-238

ture, spanning from the far end of the BBF to the immediate location in front of dipo-239

larization front. Specifically, F is positioned beyond the rear end of the BBF, while E240

is within the BBF and closer to the rear end. Moving closer to Earth, D marks the lo-241

cation in the middle of the fast flow area. C is situated nearer to the dipolarization front,242

while B precisely coincides with the DF where the magnetic field Bz component reaches243

its maximum. Finally, A is situated ahead of the DF, offering insight into the plasma244

environment preceding the BBF within the near-Earth plasma sheet. Panels (e) to (g)245

illustrate electron velocity distribution functions extracted from the aforementioned sam-246

pling sites. These velocity distributions are projected onto the perpendicular (x-axis) and247

parallel (y-axis) directions relative to the local magnetic field direction. The perpendic-248

ular direction follows the orientation of V ×B, with V representing the local ion bulk249

velocity. The local ion bulk velocity has been subtracted from the particle velocities. The250

local ion bulk velocity and Bz at those sampling locations from three time points are an-251

notated in Panels (e)-(g) in Figure 3.252

First, we examine the perturbations due to the incoming BBF by extracting the253

electron VDFs at the same locations for 13:47 UT (panel e) and 13:49 UT (panel f). The254

local magnetic field is updated accordingly at each cadence to project the particle ve-255

locities onto the coordinate system presented. At locations F and E, electrons exhibit256

strong velocity anisotropy in the parallel direction, i.e., cigar shape, indicating Fermi ac-257

celerations. This feature is transient and disappears atlocation E after 2 minutes. At lo-258

cations B, by comparing Panel (e) and (f ), prominent energization and heating can be259

identified by the expanded VDFs in both perpendicular and parallel directions. Thus,260

the comparison between the solutions at 13:47UT and 13:49UT clearly shows that the261

propagating BBF can significantly perturb the local electron VDFs.262

Second, we examine electron VDFs at different locations across the BBF structure263

at 13:49 UT in panel (f) of Figure 3. At location F, electrons start with parallel anisotropy,264

due to being in close vicinity of the reconnection site. At location E, the perpendicular265

energy of electrons is slightly enhanced. Advanced to location D, the perpendicular elec-266

tron energy is enhanced substantially, altering the VDF to become perpendicularly dom-267

inant. This indicates that electrons are sensitive to the betatron acceleration mechanism.268

From location C to B, electrons with different energies show different evolution. Higher269

energy electrons experience substantial energization in the perpendicular direction in-270

fluenced by the betatron acceleration mechanism, while electrons at lower energies clearly271

prefer parallel direction suggesting the dominant role of Fermi acceleration. Moreover,272
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the electrons in front of the DF at location A exhibit a significantly lower temperature273

than those at the DF.274

Third, we compare electron VDFs at similar relative locations of the BBF follow-275

ing its earthward propagation. Panel (f) presents the electron VDFs during the early phase276

of the BBF at 13:49UT, while the corresponding VDFs at 13:51UT are illustrated in277

Panel (g). By comparing the corresponding panels at these two time cadences, one can278

see that the electron VDFs are more isotropic behind the DF at locations E and D. At279

locations C and B, which are closer to the strengthened DF, the electron VDFs show con-280

tinuing energizations and heating. At 13:51UT, the local Bz enhanced to 31.40 nT at281

location B from 25.67 nT at 13:49UT, which results in more prominent betatron accel-282

eration that can be identified from the VDF. The different anisotropy trends for low and283

high energy electrons persist while the BBF evolves.284

3.4 Electron pitch angle distributions associated with the BBF285

In Figure 4, we present the electron (a1-a3) PADs as a function of energy at 13:49UT,286

13:50UT, and 13:51UT. Note that these particles are extracted at the location where287

Bz reaches its maximum value of the Flux Pileup Region (FPR). The electron PADs ex-288

hibit distinct energy-dependent evolutions. To closely analyze this field-aligned PAD,289

electrons are divided into two energy groups: low (0.5 − 2.2 keV) and high energy (>290

2.2 keV). At 13:49UT, when the peak FPR is situated at around −14.8RE , high-energy291

electrons display a pancake PAD. As the FPR propagates closer to Earth at −11.9RE292

at 13:50UT and at −8.4RE at 13:51UT, the pancake PAD for the high-energy electrons293

remains prominent, as evident in Panel (b2). However, the peak flattens and the distri-294

bution becomes slightly more isotropic. This suggests that betatron acceleration dom-295

inates the process. On the other hand, for low energy electrons the PAD transitions from296

a pancake-like PAD to a butterfly distribution with maxima around 30◦ and 150◦), sug-297

gesting that the Fermi acceleration mechanism plays a more significant role for electrons298

in this energy range. The specificity of the electron PAD over energy bands was also dis-299

covered by a THEMIS D observation by Runov et al. (2012) (Figure 9g): PAD in the300

higher energy band shows enhancement in 90◦ electron flux while the lower energy band301

demonstrate a “two-hump” distribution.302

The preference for electron acceleration through betatron acceleration can be at-303

tributed to the nature of the increase of the magnetic field Bz in the presented FPR. In304

Figure 4(c), we illustrate the ion bulk velocity and Bz profiles of the FPR at 13:49UT,305

13:50UT and 13:51UT. Vertical lines indicate the locations where particles were extracted306

for the pitch angle analysis. The compression of the magnetic field is evident from the307

increased Bz peak from ∼25 nT to ∼33 nT, and reduced spatial expansion along the x308

direction. Both Bz peaks are situated within the lower ion bulk velocity region, with the309

second peak closer to the enhanced ion bulk velocity. This suggests that the rear part310

of the FPR is converging with the front, subsequently leading to betatron acceleration311

of electrons.312

4 Conclusion313

In this paper, we use the MHD-EPIC model to study electron distribution funci-314

ton evolution associated with BBFs in the magnetotail. A substorm event from 2017-315

05-16 11:00UT to 15:00UT is simulated by the numerical model. Different from prior316

simulation studies on BBF events, the magnetotail dynamics is simulated with kinetic317

physics, while the global magnetosphere configuration is simulated by the MHD model.318

Hence, the kinetic physics is simulated in a self-consistent manner throughout the sub-319

storm event. To demonstrate the kinetic features associated with the BBF events, the320

velocity and the pitch angle distributions of electrons are analyzed.321
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Figure 4. The pitch angle distribution functions from the Bz maximum at t = 13:49 UT, t

= 13:50 UT and t = 13:51 UT. (a1)-(a3) The electron pitch angle distributions with regard to

electron energy. (b1)-(b2) The pitch angle distributions for low energy (0.5 - 2.2 keV) and high

energy (> 2.2 keV) electrons. (c) The ion bulk velocity and Bz profiles for the presented FPR at

three different times.
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We compare the magnetic field and plasma properties between the extracted vir-322

tual satellite locations and the MMS observation. The comparison yields good agreement,323

which indicates that the overall magnetosphere configuration is well reproduced by the324

MHD-EPIC model. We extract the electron energy distribution at the virtual satellite325

location, and find that the enhancement of energetic (> 1 keV) electron population co-326

incides with the occurrance of the earthward fast flows, which indicates the correlation327

between the BBF events and the electron energization. A case study for a 4-minute time328

interval from 13:49 UT to 13:52 UT is performed to demonstrate the kinetic features as-329

sociated with the BBF. The magnetic field component Bz at the DF is enhanced to above330

30nT that agrees well with observations. The spatial scale of the dipolarization front331

(DF) from the simulation is observed to be ≈ 3RE , which also agrees with statistical332

satellite observations. Hence, the morphological feature of the BBF is well reproduced333

by the MHD-EPIC model. We compare the electron VDFs at the same location before334

and after the DF arrival. For electrons, the energization is significant in both perpen-335

dicular and parallel directions. By examining the VDFs at multiple locations inside the336

BBF, a clear trend of energization can be identified from the rear end of the BBF to the337

DF. Moreover, when the BBF is propagating closer to Earth, electrons with lower en-338

ergy have more field-aligned velocities. We analyzed the electron PADs near the flux pileup339

region (FPR). The electron PADs evolutions show dependency on the energy bands. For340

low energy electrons (0.5 - 2.2 keV in the simulation), the PAD demonstrates ”two-hump”341

distribution while for high energy electrons (> 2.2 keV in the simulation), pancake dis-342

tribution is observed that is associated with betatron acceleration mechanism.343

After identifying the energized electrons through velocity distribution functions and344

inferring the energization mechanism by examining the pitch angle distributions, there345

are still open questions regarding to energization of particles associated with BBFs, for346

example the source of the energized particles and the possible different energization pro-347

cesses for electrons with different initial energy and location. We aim to conduct inves-348

tigations on these problems in the future using the two-way coupled MHD-EPIC model349

with particle tracking feature included.350

Open Research351

• The simulation output and scripts used for generating figures in this paper can352

be obtained online (https://doi.org/10.7302/61te-2903) through the University of353

Michigan’s Deep Blue Data repository.354

• The SWMF code (including BATS-R-US and FLEKS) is publicly available through355

the website (https://clasp.engin.umich.edu/research/theory-computational-methods/swmf-356

downloadable-software/).357

• The MMS observational data is obtained through PySPEDAS. (https://doi.org/10.1007/s11214-358

018-0576-4).359
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